2006 acura rsx interior

It was introduced in North America on 2 July [2] as the Acura RSX , the name a part of Acura's
naming scheme changing the names of its models from recognizable names like "Integra" or
"Legend" to alphabetical designations in order for buyers to build more recognition to the
marque, and not the individual cars. In concordance with the introduction of the Integra's
platform mate, the seventh-generation Civic being introduced in , the Integra joined the Civic in
abandoning Honda's traditional double wishbone suspension at both ends and adopted
MacPherson struts in the front and trailing arm type suspension in the rear along with the new
K-series engine supplanting the B-series. The DC5 received a facelift in MY The headlight and
taillight assemblies lost the so-called 'teardrop' shape. This made the assemblies flush with the
bumpers. Aside from the facelift, this year also saw other changes. The interior received new
trim and gauge clusters, an immobilizer and alarm became standard, the body became stiffer,
the suspension springs were redesigned, and the car's tendency to bump steer was reduced.
The iS was available with inch steel wheels with covers, or optional inch 5-spoke alloy wheels.
The Type R lacked many of the luxury features like vanity mirrors or side airbags found in the
Type S, true to its racing heritage. The C package on the Type R added various accessories,
such as a rear window wiper, remote control, and folding mirrors. After , Titanium interiors
became available for all exterior colours. The Type S had redesigned cloth and leather seats.
The refreshed Type R had the option of either the high wing, or the trunk lip spoiler. Both the iS
and Type S were available with sunroof, and navigation systems. Modulo accessories offered
include interior trim shift knobs, decals, etc. Interestingly, Japan's vehicle parts road
compliance regulations means many tuning parts for the DC5 can be purchased from Honda
dealerships. The base Integra was simply the Japanese-market iS, while the Luxury added
accessories like leather seats and a sunroof. Australian Type Rs were different from the JDM
models, as they were not equipped with all of the features of the latter. With the Integra's refresh
in , the base model was dropped. The only trims available in was the Luxury and Type S. For
facelifted Oceanic models, extra strengthening was given to fit higher safety regulations. An
automatic transmission was not offered on the Type-S. The Type-S included additional features
such as sport-tuned suspension, gunmetal painted wheels, One peculiar note for the initial
model year [ clarification needed ] were two available options. In , the RSX received a refresh.
On the exterior, Acura updated the headlights and taillights and the Type-S received an updated
rear hatch spoiler. The "A-Spec Performance Package" was a dealer option package. The
package included a sport suspension system, under-body spoiler kit, wing spoiler came with
stronger hatch shocks to hold additional weight , exterior badging and 5 dual spoke inch gun
metal wheels. The exterior color choice would dictate the interior color. Some colors were
available in either trim package while other colors would be available in one trim level but not
the other. In , colour options were as follows: [19]. In , the available color combinations were as
follows: [20]. Three models were available in Canada: Base, cloth interior no leather optional ,
no ABS, no moonroof, no cruise control, unpainted side skirts and front lip, inch steel wheels
with wheel covers, non heated seats, non leather wrapped steering wheel, essentially an Integra
iS. The A-Spec package was available to the Type-S models. The Canadian RSX had a
significantly larger washer sprayer bottle to deal with harsher weather. They were 4. All
Canadian cars with leather seats were heated along with side view mirrors. The refresh in
brought the same updates as USDM cars. Base model now has standard alloy wheels 16 inch,
12 spoke. Sport cloth standard in , optional leather in Wheel types varied according to model
year. Type-S had the 17 inch 5 spoke alloys. RSX drivers finished in 5th and 9th in the Drivers'
Championship. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For other uses, see RSX disambiguation.
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Priority Shipping. Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. Best of all the price
you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so
good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some
restrictions apply. This vehicle has all of the right options. Very clean interior! All electronic
components in working condition. All interior components are in good working order. This
Acura RSX won't last long. Disinfectant methods or claims should not be deemed to state or
imply these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. We
have the area's largest selection of pre-owned vehicles at the lowest prices available, over in
stock to choose from! Financing for all credit tiers and extended warranties available. Please
contact our sales department for more information about this vehicle or the rest of our
inventory. Call , view our website Open 7 days a week! Recent Arrival! New Price! Our friendly
staff is dedicated to taking care of your vehicle and providing the customer service you expect.
We want to earn your business by educating, delivering exceptional customer service both
before and after the sale, and being a trusted name in our communities. By celebrating 50 years
in and we hope to keep being a part of your family. Because youre not just getting a car, youre
getting Kolar. For more information call us at Here at Swickard Honda we want to save you time
and money. To ensure we do both, we price our cars very competitively. Because of this
commitment to you, our cars sell very quickly. Please call or email us today to ensure
availability. Maryland State Inspected with over point inspection performed by a trained
technician. Buyers should take pride in knowing that Maryland has one of the most
comprehensive state inspections in the country. The Ourisman Sales to Go process ensures a
contactless sales and appraisal process that brings the showroom to your driveway while
adhering to CDC guidelines for social distancing and sanitation. Please call our friendly sales
staff for further details on how to buy a vehicle from home at This Acura RSX 2dr features a 2. It
is equipped with a 5 Speed Automatic transmission. It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is
available. Odometer is miles below market average! Post purchase, the vehicles go through a
step by step procedure in order to attain the finest quality. Our vehicles are sent for mechanical
inspection and repaired as needed. Majority of the vehicles passed the Virginia Safety

Inspection before they are offered for sale. When the vehicles come into our inventory they are
detailed thoroughly and prepared for demonstration. After the hard work put into our vehicles
we finally put them up for sale making sure our customers are fully satisfied. Service Contracts
are issued by a 3rd party which gives you the flexibility to take the vehicle to any certified
mechanic shop of your choice. You also have an option to upgrade the Service contract for up
to but not limited to 4 years. Different coverage options are also available, please consult with a
sales representative for additional information. Service contracts vary from 3 months to 4 year
time frame. Prices depend on the coverage you are looking to purchase. Service contracts are
an option to purchase at the time of sale, it may help to protect your future investment. Call us
for further details. Our listed prices of the vehicles are for cash transaction only. For financing
vehicles through our lenders the price is subject to change as they do not includes any finance
charges. Upon loan application submission, our JDM Auto team will work persistently towards
an approval. Call for Full Details. We will represent the vehicle to the best of our knowledge but
are not responsible for human error. Service contract is available for purchase at the time of
sale. Dealership is not responsible for misprints on prices or equipment. We strive to offer
exceptional sales and service for all vehicles. We offer a wide variety of vehicles that are perfect
for all kinds of adventures around the Grayslake, Kenosha, Round Lake Beach and Waukegan
areas, so we encourage you to swing by and see what sorts of exciting opportunities we have in
store! It is covered by a limited warranty. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save
Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius.
Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price Rating Fair Price 2. Trim Base 16
Type-S 6. Engine Details Transmission Automatic 8 Manual 5. Engine Type Gas Drivetrain Front
Wheel Drive Cylinders 4 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added
listings. Listings with recent price drops. Know The Deal. No accidents. New Listing. Price Drop.
Showing 1 - 18 out of 22 listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Bought the car new and have only to
replace the battery. Normal oil changes every 5, miles are my only expense so far other than a
set of tires. Best car I have every owned - period! Sign Up. Bought the car new and have only to
replace the battery. Normal oil changes every 5, miles are my only expense so far other than a
set of tires. Best car I have every owned - period! I was pleasantly surprised by the cars
handling and performance. It's a 5 speed Tiptronic automatic with a 2. The car also handles
great and easy to make lane changes. Since the car is pretty light, it doesn't need a huge
displacement engine to make it go fast, although a turbo would be nice aftermarket upgrade for
those who had the type-s model. I don't usually like 4 cylinder engines, but this one is quite a bit
larger than most Most are 1. It's also quite a bit torquey for one as well can get it to squeal on
brisk acceleration. The RSX type S is a great all around car. The exterior looks awesome. Engine
is great. Has plenty of power in the top end. The midrange suffers. Interior design is nice. It's a
simple design, but I still like it. Sound system is great. I wouldn't change anything about it.
Transmission is one of the best I've driven. Throws are quick and light. Great feel. Pedals are
good for heel-toeing. Brakes are nice and strong. Seats are awful. They support you well but will
hurt you after about an hour. This car feels nice and solid, is pretty fun to drive. Plenty of
interior storage space. Hatch has plenty of room for luggage and other junk. Great car overall. A
few minor set backs. Water would leak into the rear taillights before update was performed. The
sunroof is extremely loud and sends hurricane winds into the car when open since it opens
outward and not into the body. Your rear passengers will hate that Special feature but its funny.
Due to these cars stiff sport suspension they do rattle a lot since they are rough over bumps,
small bumps are the worst. Now for the good stuff. By far the most fun car I've ever owned.
Always fun, always exciting from day 1 to day The ride feels very stable and secure. Power:
your friends won't believe its only a 4 cylinder. As a Honda employee for over 9 years this is a
great car. Just bought an '06 RSX on a lease return. Great condition and lots of fun to drive on
my 8-mile commute on a bendy highway, but it lacks some pretty basic features like a remote
hatch release. I've owned Hondas exclusively since I turned 16 and each one, even my old '83
Accord SE, had a lever to pop the trunk from the driver's seat. The plastic sun visors feel cheap,
and there's not as much storage for odds and ends as I'd like. Overall, I prefer the interior of my
previous '98 Accord EX coupe for features but the leather seats offer great support and comfort
in the turns. Engine and performance in the RSX blow the Accord away. Better mileage and
acceleration? Well worth the price. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about
the RSX. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars
4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. An Acura, but not a luxury car. Items per page:. Sponsored cars
related to the RSX. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents,
been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open
recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of
sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a

vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Acura RSX Headlight. Acura
RSX Radiator. Acura RSX Alternator. Acura RSX Emblem. Acura RSX Bumper. Acura RSX
Grilles. Acura RSX Mirror. Acura RSX Ashtray. Acura RSX Rims. Acura RSX Spoiler. As Acura
brand already has popularity, it had won warm welcome and was named to Car and Driver's 10
Best List in and The K-series engine was used throughout its life. Acura RSX used 2. All
engines were fitted along with 5-speed and 6-speed manual transmissions and a 5-speed
automatic transmission. Though having Honda as the backup force, Acura RSX is still
unavoidable to have problems as accumulation of mileage. For better maintenance for Acura
RSX, here we have provided some common problems and solutions for reference: First, engine
failure. Actually, this problem usually has serious impact, which may cause the drivability issue.
By Acura RSX owner's accounts, the vehicle would at an irregular or unusually high idle speed,
leaking oil may be found under the car, engine misfiring and the Check Engine Light would
come on from time to time. If your RSX engine would also stall while idling and have a decrease
in gas mileage and engine performance, then you had better check the idle control valve, oil
pan, air filter, throttle body gasket and timing chain to determine which one goes wrong and get
a new replacement auto part as early as possible. Second, transmission and braking had
something wrong. Transmission failure on Acura RSX normally shows as clutch chatter or
slipping clutch. This problem mostly is caused by a broken clutch disc and flywheel. As for
braking problem, if you find your RSX brakes become noisy and the brake pedal is pulsating as
well as poorly responded brakes, then you had better to replace the brake pad set. It is never
easy to keep every auto part always at their best. However, some auto parts like wiper blade,
hood latch, wiper arm need regular maintenance and even regular replacement to make sure
you have a safe and carefree driving experience. In addition, as emblem often would rust and
erode by water and dirt, if you want your car always at the best shape, you can get a brand new
shining emblem. Regularly getting new replacement auto parts is a must for maintain the
vehicle at the prime condition. And Acura RSX provided by our website could meet your budget
at the lowest price and your quality requirement as all Acura RSX genuine auto parts come with
manufacturer's warranty. Our Customers Reviews. Award Winning Customer Service. With an
overall feeling of refinement, and exemplary steering, the Acura RSX is a car you can drive to
work everyday and still cut loose in it over the weekend. When Acura came to be in , it had two
cars for sale: the Integra hatchback and Legend sedan. The Integra quickly became a favorite of
driving enthusiasts and commuters alike; it was responsive and energetic while also being
practical and relatively inexpensive. Though the Acura car lineup has grown since then -- there
are now six different models -- the sport hatchback lineage continues on with the RSX. True to
form, this is one of the best sport hatchbacks currently available. The base RSX serves quite
adequately as a daily driver. It's easy to pilot and the large cargo area adds utility. In Type-S
form, this Acura car is considerably more fun, though its exclusive six-speed manual
transmission will put off potential buyers who are unwilling to shift gears themselves.
Regardless of trim, the RSX is a front-drive sport hatchback you'll want to consider. Like other
Honda and Acura products, it expertly blends performance, comfort and features into a package
that costs less than most of the competition. If you're looking for a car that can do it all, the
Acura RSX aims to please. Both are well-equipped. With the base RSX, you get standard
features such as inch alloy wheels; automatic climate control; power windows, locks and

mirrors; cruise control; a power moonroof; a leather-wrapped steering wheel; and a CD player.
These items, plus inch wheels, stronger brakes, firmer suspension tuning, a rear spoiler and an
in-dash six-disc CD changer come on the Type-S. Leather seats are also standard on the
Type-S, and you can upgrade the base car's cloth with leather if you so desire. Like most Acura
engines, they are smooth and high-revving. The base RSX puts out horsepower at 6, rpm and
pound-feet of torque at 4, rpm. For the Type-S, Acura tunes the engine to bring horsepower up
to at 7, rpm and lb-ft of torque at a lofty 7, rpm. Coupes like the Mustang and Tiburon GT
provide considerably more low-end torque and, as such, are more tractable for city driving than
the RSX, but both will have you paying more at the fuel pump. The base RSX comes equipped
with either a five-speed manual or an optional five-speed automatic transmission. The automatic
features Acura's Sequential SportShift, a special mode that allows the driver to select individual
gears quickly by moving the transmission lever into a special gate. The Type-S has an exclusive
six-speed manual. The Acura RSX comes with standard four-wheel antilock disc brakes and
side airbags for front occupants. In government crash tests, the RSX received five out of five
stars for driver and front-passenger protection in frontal impacts. In side-impact tests, it
received four stars for front-occupant protection. Neither engine offers an abundance of torque,
and the Type-S motor, in particular, needs to be revved quite high in order to achieve maximum
acceleration. The six-speed shifter, however, is quite exemplary in its feel and quickness. On
curvy roads, the Type-S feels secure and buttoned down, though the base Acura car is still
pretty sporty. The Acura's ride quality is a little on the stiff side compared to softer coupes like
the Hyundai Tiburon and Scion tC, but those looking to add a dose of sport to their daily
commute will not be disappointed. Drivers wanting to relax after strafing twisty roads should
enjoy the RSX's driver-oriented cockpit, contemporary materials, easy-to-use automatic climate
controls and large metallic-faced gauges. Front-seat occupants will be comfortable, but adults
sitting in back will find headroom is lacking. The Acura RSX has Bought the car new and have
only to replace the battery. Normal oil changes every 5, miles are my only expense so far other
than a set of tires. Best car I have every owned - period! I was pleasantly surprised by the cars
handling and performance. It's a 5 speed Tiptronic automatic with a 2. The car also handles
great and easy to make lane changes. Since the car is pretty light, it doesn't need a huge
displacement engine to make it go fast, although a turbo would be nice aftermarket upgrade for
those who had the type-s model. I don't usually like 4 cylinder engines, but this one is quite a bit
larger than most Most are 1. It's also quite a bit torquey for one as well can get it to squeal on
brisk acceleration. The RSX type S is a great all around car. The exterior looks awesome. Engine
is great. Has plenty of power in the top end. The midrange suffers. Interior design is nice. It's a
simple design, but I still like it. Sound system is great. I wouldn't change anything about it.
Transmission is one of the best I've driven. Throws are quick and light. Great feel. Pedals are
good for heel-toeing. Brakes are nice and strong. Seats are awful. They support you well but will
hurt you after about an hour. This car feels nice and solid, is pretty fun to drive. Plenty of
interior storage space. Hatch has plenty of room for luggage and other junk. Great car overall. A
few minor set backs. Water would leak into the rear taillights before update was performed. The
sunroof is extremely loud and sends hurricane winds into the car when open since it opens
outward and not into the body. Your rear passengers will hate that Special feature but its funny.
Due to these cars stiff sport suspension they do rattle a lot since they are rough over bumps,
small bumps are the worst. Now for the good stuff. By far the most fun car I've ever owned.
Always fun, always exciting from day 1 to day The ride feels very stable and secure. Power:
your friends won't believe its only a 4 cylinder. As a Honda employee for over 9 years this is a
great car. Write a review. See all 94 reviews. Available styles include Type-S 2dr Hatchback 2.
Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for the Acura RSX and all its trim types.
Overall, Edmunds users rate the RSX 4. Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to sift through
aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other drivers are saying about any vehicle in
our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including performance, comfort, value, interior,
exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available as well to provide shoppers with a
comprehensive understanding of why customers like the RSX. Edmunds experts have compiled
a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Acura RSX and all model years in our database.
Our rich content includes expert reviews and recommendations for the RSX featuring deep
dives into trim levels and features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds
also offers expert ratings, road test and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive
reviews, video reviews and more. This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial
team of expert car reviewers. Our team drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles
through rigorous testing, evaluating how they drive and comparing them in detail to their
competitors. We're also regular people like you, so we pay attention to all the different ways
people use their cars every day. We want to know if there's enough room for our families and

our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want
to help you make the best decision on a car that fits your life. Simply research the type of car
you're interested in and then select a car from our massive database to find cheap vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Acura RSX. Edmunds has deep data on over 6 million new, used, and certified pre-owned
vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and specs information like: MSRP, average price
paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth,
navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise control, parking assistance, keyless ignition,
satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires, wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc.
Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to compare vehicles to similar models of their
choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle
dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating, and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save.
View Photos. Appraise this car. Modest torque output, tight rear-seat headroom, forgettable
exterior design. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert
Review With an overall feeling of refinement, and exemplary steering, the Acura RSX is a car
you can drive to work everyday and still cut loose in it over the weekend. There are no
significant changes to the Acura RSX, although new SAE testing procedures have resulted in
slightly lower horsepower ratings. Sponsored cars related to the RSX. Most helpful consumer
reviews 5 out of 5 stars, No problems at all. People who viewed this also viewed 4. The
Edmunds experts tested the RSX both on the road and at the track. What about cargo capacity?
When you're thinking about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that the RSX has And
then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the Acura RSX is reliable,
read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from real owne
ford f350 2003
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rs and reveal what it's like to live with the RSX. Look for specific complaints that keep popping
up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the RSX's average consumer rating to that of
competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're wondering whether the Acura RSX is a
good car. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all be
factors in determining whether the RSX is a good car for you. Check back soon for the official
Edmunds Rating from our expert testing team Learn more. Other versions include: Type-S 2dr
Hatchback 2. What do people think of the Acura RSX? Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds
experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Acura RSX and all model
years in our database. Our Review Process This review was written by a member of Edmunds'
editorial team of expert car reviewers. Can't find a new Acura RSXs you want in your area?
Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Check out Acura lease specials. Sign Up.

